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NobodyKnows What's

Going on in Bridgeville !
For nearly two years, the official Bridgeville Borough newsletter devoted part of its front page-the most

valuable space in any printed publication-to warning residents that this website, Bridgeville.org. is not an

official, borough-authorized source of local news.

For almost the same length of time, the Bridgeville Planning Commission had been working with a

consultant to create a $30 million plan to that would transform much of Baldwin Street into greenspace, re

route Bower Hill Road, and change the flow of McLaughlin Creek.

Can you guess how many times Bridgeville's newsletter shared details of the plan with residents?

Zero.

Yet some borough officials seemed surprised at recent public meetings when it became clear that residents
in attendance had no idea what the Baldwin Street plan was. what it might mean for Bridgeville, or even
what role the planning commission plays in borough government.

Councilman Nino Petrocelli Sr.. who also sits on the planning commission, expressed his frustration about
the limited public knowledge of meetings and information.

"There were so many meetings that we had," he said. "The public should know about it. It was in the paper
all of the time. It was advertised in the paper. I don't know what we have to do. Send an invitation?"
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Borough manager Lori Collins noted that the meetings were published on Facebook and were on the

calendar of events on the borough's official website. BridgevilleBorough.com.

That's true, but the calendar listing and Facebooks merely said, more or less, "Hey there is a meeting," with

no explanation of what "Baldwin Street Conceptual Plan." means.








